Klein Tools’ iconic JOURNEYMAN Gloves are designed for today’s jobsite demands. Constructed of the latest high-quality high-tech materials available to provide protection, dexterity and extreme functionality on and off the jobsite.
HIGH DEXTERITY TOUCHSCREEN GLOVES

- Touchscreen capability on entire palm, all fingers and first knuckles
- Slim fit for extra dexterity
- Comfortable glove for light duty tasks

WIRE PULLING GLOVES

- Great gripping ability
- Slim fit for better dexterity
- Touchscreen capability on index finger
- Neoprene wrist closure for comfort

LEATHER UTILITY GLOVES

- Durable and comfortable
- Open cuff for quick on/off
- Durahide™ palm and leather first fingers for durability
- Stretch back for extra comfort and flexibility

CUT 5 RESISTANT GLOVES

- CE CUT LEVEL 5
- CE Category II - For Intermediate Risk
- TPR on back of hand for extra protection
- Form fitting knit construction to better fit your hand
- Dipped for extra protection
- Neoprene wrist closure for extreme comfort

WIRE PULLING GLOVES

- Great gripping ability
- Slim fit for better dexterity
- Touchscreen capability on index finger
- Neoprene wrist closure for comfort